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PROBLEM OF THE TODAYS PLATFORMS
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WHEN SOMETHING IS FREE, YOU ARE THE PRODUCT
The four main problems with the web Openness & accessibility refers to the tendency of
of today:
centralization to lock people into a particular service
openness & accessibility
censorship & privacy
archiving of information
sales of information

Censorship & privacy refers to the easiness for
governments or companies to monitor the use of the
internet
Archiving of information refers to that today’s web is
ephemeral. Information changes and websites go
offline all the time, and very little is retained or
archived.
Sales of information refers to companies that make
money by trading on the value of personal information.
As we use social media, fitness trackers and health apps
to document our lives, we generate a lot of personal
data. We freely give this personal data to social media
companies by agreeing to their terms of service when
we create our accounts.
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SOLUTION!
MEETPLACE ECOSYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The MPAE AI, one of the future internet
solutions integrated with Artificial
Intelligence based on Blockchain &
Web 3.0 technologies.
An interactive ecosystem which uses
Smart, AI powered, Decentralized
Applications to navigate the paths of
the future Web 3.0, focusing strongly
on security, privacy, ownership &
traceability.
MeetPlace
ARI,
an
Artificial
Intelligence, a private voice assistant
also called Smart Agent operating
within the MeetPlace Ecosystem and
the intermediary between the user and
the Smart Decentralized Applications.

ARI
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MEETPLACE ARTIFICIAL REVOLUTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
MeetPlace’s uniqueness is the development of ARI, an Artificial Revolutional Intelligence
Assistant with which the user can communicate directly.
ARI is private and trainable by the user for specific purposes, either personal or business. In
order to train ARI, no IT knowledge is needed. It is enough that the user supplies ARI with
suitable data. Everything else is done directly within the EcosystemARI does not collect any data
unless the owner specifically trains ARI to
do so. This data will be stored
decentralized and is only accessible and
owned by the user, not by MeetPlace or
any other third party.
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MPAE AI BENEFITS
TO SAVE TIME FOR MORE CREATIVITY
The integration of AI within the MPAE AI is to
function with more efficiently and intelligently than
traditional mainstream platforms. ARI performs
the tasks that are usually performed by human
beings and simulates the cognitive function that
human minds perform such as problem-solving,
learning, reasoning, social intelligence as well as
general intelligence.
The MPAE AI will make live easier and give the only
true priceless resource, time and create the
possibility to focus more on what basically defines
us as humans, creativity!
The MPAE AI
prevents duplication of effort
reduces time-consuming tasks
eliminates activities, such as copying, filing and
extracting data

The MPAE AI will give the user
Data Ownership
More Privacy.
More Security
Interoperability
Decentralization
Ubiquity
Semantic Web
No Interruptions
Permission-less

performing in depth analysis of data
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MPAE AI
SECURITY, PRIVACY, OWNERSHIP & TRACEABILITY
The MPAE AI is offering a significantly higher
standard of security, privacy, ownership &
traceability
when
compared
to
the
centralized architecture on which today’s
internet relies.
To accelerate the concept of a decentralized
internet and give users a legitimate
alternative to today’s internet, a solution
needs to be in place to help foremost regular
users to engage on the internet without
being forced to share their personal data.
The MPAE AI consist of essential
components that can securely store data,
programs and protocols, but also execute
programs and protocols and interact with
third-parties.

MPAE AI COMPONENTS
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MAKING SURE IT WORKS
The following components are an integral part of each other.
MPID MeetPlace Decentralized Identity to access personal data, digital content and/or digital
applications & protocols.
MPWALLETS MeetPlace Wallets that contain
encrypted addresses to personal data and the
Access Private Keys, for digital content and/or
digital applications & protocols.SMART AGENTS
Artificial intelligence virtual assistants to assist
with the connection between the user, wallets and
SDApps in the MPAE AI and also ARI who
coordinates and manages the singular Smart
Agents.
SDAPPS Smart Decentralized Applications used in
MPAE AI
MEPI The cryptocurrency that powers the MPAE AI

MEPI UTILITY TOKEN
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THE FUEL TO POWER THE FUTURE
Web 3.0 tokens are essential to a decentralized internet. This is because interacting with the
blockchain costs GAS fees. In exchange for owning your own data, MPAE AI will include a
minuscule payment method named MEPI.
MEPI is a fungible ESDT Utility token running on the Elrond blockchain. It acts as token for
MeetPlace SDApp and as far as the speed of transactions is concerned it is as fast as the Elrond
blockchain native token, eGLD. MEPI has a low transaction cost and fully benefits from all the
advantages eGLD tokens and Elrond block-chain have in comparison to other block-chains.

MEPI FLOW AND USAGE
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THE FUEL TO POWER THE FUTURE

The MEPI token is designed to develop the MPAE AI and to reward participants such as machine
learning developers, experts, volunteers and researchers, computing power and data providers.
The MEPI will/can be used for
Holding a ‘Stake’ by the SDApp Clusters'
solutions providers
Financing the audit process/vetting of third
party SDApps deployed in the ecosystem
GAS for transactions
Compensation
for
using
distributed
resources
Compensation
for
using
MPEA
AI
infrastructure and decentralized services
Rewarding to users for initial use and beta
testing
Exchanging or swapping on DEX platforms

MEPI SUPPLY & ECONOMY
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WONDERFUL 365 DAYS IN A YEAR
There are wonderful 365 days in a year, that's why we at MeetPlace decided to give each of
these inherently unique days a certain value.
Each day is worth one million
MEPI
and
the
more
our
ecosystem grows, the more the
day will gain in value. Just as our
annual time is limited, so of
course is our token.
There will never be more than
365 million tokens. Each of these
tokens will keep our ecosystem
running and each of these
tokens, will ensure that we have
more protection and more time.
Thus, every single day will be
special, because in every single
day, the MEPI tokens will ensure
that we have more of this unique
resource of life for us, our time!

Of the 365M MEPI, 200M MEPI will be allocated as shown. The remainder 165M
MEPI will exclusively be used as rewards for the staking programs and incentives
for the community.
They will be secured through a Smart Contract so that everything remains
transparent and clear for our supporters.

MEPI FUNDS USAGE
CREATING THE FUTURE NOW
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MEPI SALES & VESTING
WONDERFUL 365 DAYS IN A YEAR
Seed sale for sophisticated investors only
Start date
Price
Minimum buying Amount
Token Allocation
Lockup Period
Vesting Period
Staking & rewards

Ongoing
0,10 USD/MEPI
25.000 USD
50.000.000 MEPI
Minimum 12 Month after date of “Buy In” 25%
/+ 3 months 25% /+6 months 25%/+9 Months 25%
25% APR during Lockup

NOTE: FOUNDING TEAM TOKENS
locked for 18 Month after Seed
Sale allocation has finished. Then
released 25% per 3 months.

Private sale just through invitation
Start date
Price
Minimum buying Amount
Token Allocation
Lockup Period
Vesting Period
Staking & rewards

Private Sale I
Private Sale II
Private Sale III
May 2022 for 2 weeks
June 2022 for 2 weeks July 2022 for 2 weeks
0,20 USD/MEPI
0,35 USD/MEPI
0,50 USD/MEPI
1.000 USD
500 USD
250 USD
60.000.000 MEPI (Total Value for all Private Sales)
10 Month after date of
8 Month after date of
6 Month after date of
“Buy In” 25%
“Buy In” 25%
“Buy In” 25%
+ 3 months 25% /+6 months 25%/+9 Months 25%
25% APR during Lockup

Public Sale Listing
Start date
Price
Minimum buying Amount
Token Allocation
Lockup Period
Staking & rewards

August 2022 Until MEPI QTY is Sold Out
0,75 USD/MEPI
No minimum
30.000.000 MEPI
At buyer discretion
15% APR during Lockup

MEPI STAKING
LONG-TERM IS BETTER
MEPI tokens are locked by smart contracts in
order to ensure our contributors that
MeetPlace has the best intention and
maintains a long-term vision for the project.
Locking of the token prevents a deflation
of the MEPI before MeetPlace is able to
circulate the MEPI within the MPAE AI and
so creating the functionality. These tokens
are secured via smart contract and will be
unlocked after TGE.
MeetPlace offers during this period on all
of your tokens an APR 25% for seed and
private sales and 15% for public sales.
Immediately after a token is unlocked, you
have the chance to stake it again at an APR
of 15%. MeetPlace guarantees this APR
until 01 April 2024.
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RMEPI

REWARDS
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MAGIC IS IN THE AIR
The Reward Token “rMEPI neither buy nor sell this token, so it is a kind of governance token,
which can be earned by staking, by actively participating in the community.
With the help of this reward token, you will get surprises, which we won't tell you here, because
otherwise they won't be surprises anymore. But what we can tell you is the fact that with these
Reward Tokens, you can enable certain features and co-decide where the journey of the
ecosystem and our SDApps should go in the future.
Regarding the Rewards Tokens: again, nothing is left to
chance. There will be 56 million rMEPI available. The
number is not an arbitrary number, but corresponds to a
combination of two special magic numbers.
7 appears in many relevant circumstances, seven oceans,
seven stars, seven wonders of the world, seven days in a
week. It is a symbol of higher perfection, knowledge and
spirituality.
8 reminds of the infinity sign when tilted to the side. A
symbol of beginning and end, trust and permanence. When
those magical numbers get multiplied and igniting it by a
million times, the result is 56 million, 56 million rMEPI to
reward MeetPlace loyal community.

REVENUE MODEL
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REVENUE BY FOCUSING ON WHAT WE DO BEST
MeetPlace’s revenue will come from the following sources:
Storage Fees
Transactions Fees
Smart Agent Lease
Smart Agent Training Fees
SDApp Lease
Marketplace Commission
Anonymized User Data Stacking Fees
Stacking pools
Other fees
Due to the rapid developments on the internet, values cannot yet be determined until the
functionalities are ready for the market. Although MeetPlace revenue policy is to be the cheapest
on the market and will adapt accordingly.
The main revenue contributor will be the marketplace commissions. To get a baseline for
marketplace pricing, modern marketplaces have been checked. Service marketplaces like Uber,
Fiverr, Lyft and Postmates, the commission hovers around 20%. While Product marketplaces,
like Etsy, eBay and Amazon, the commission hovers between 3.5% and 10%.
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Thank you for your interest
For more information visit

www.meetplace.io

